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WARNING

All illustrations and photographs in BACKYARD PROtt advertising and
instructional literature, including this book, are for illustrative purposes only.
These photographs, illustrations and other graphic art do not necessarily consti
tute our recommendation for correct usage or safety, esperially where untrained,
inadequately trained, or otherwise unqualified participants may be involved.
Illustrations of inverted and advanced skills have been included in this book
to show the superior performance and design features of the BACKYARD PRO
trampoline. Such inverted and advanced skills should not be attempted (even us
ing a safety belt!) without extensive professional training. Untrained beginners
should strictly limit their trampolining and their spotting (with or without i.
safety belt) to fundamental skills as explained in the "Fundamental Trampoline
Skills" section of the BACKYARD PRO OWNER'S MANUAL and are particu
lar]y referred to the warning at the end of that section. Untrained, inexperienced
or otherwise unqualified spotters should not attempt to spot skills (particularly
advanced skills) from the BACKYARD PRO spotting decks either with or without
a safety belt and are specifically referred to the "Warning About Spotting Decks"
in the BACKYARD PRO O WNER'S MANUAL. (This BACKYARD PRO
OWNER'S MANUAL is included with every BACKYARD PRO trampoline and is
separate from and much more comprehensive than this BACKYARD PRO trampo
line book you are·presently reading.)
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One of the many unique design features of the BACKYARD PRO trampoline
is a frame incorporating integral spotting and observation decks on all four sides.
Virtually all other home and yard trampolines lack any embodiment of this pro
fessional design feature. Thus it would obviously be impractical, NOT RECOM
MENDED, and probably dangerous to try to observe, instruct, spot, guard or oth
erwise assist a performer (either with or without a safety belt) while attempting
to stand at bed level on the sides or ends of any trampoline frame other than a
BACKYARD PRO trampoline. OnJy the BACKYARD PRO trampoline is uniquely
designed to permit these types of activities. Even on the BACKYARD PRO, such
spotting, etc. from the decks is recommended ONLY for trained and qualified
spotters and ONLY under certain proper conditions and circumstances as set
forth in the comprehensive BACKYARD PRO OWNER"S MANUAL.
Children should use the trampoline only under mature, knowledgeable, and
qualified close adult supervision. In general, a11 users (aauJts as well as children)
are best advised to seek professional instruction and to always use their trampo
line under the direct guidance and supervision of their qualified teacher.
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All participants (supervisors, spotters, performers and all others) MUST
thoroughly READ and understand the BACKYARD PRO OWNER'S
MANUAL and all other accompanying BACKYARD PRO instructional and
safety literature and warnings BEFORE attempting to USE or allowing any
one to use the BACKYARD PRO trampoline. Always follow aJI instructions,
safety ru]es, warnings, assembly, maintenance, and all other information provided with the BACKYARD PRO trampoline.
■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■
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G-ENERAL INFORMATION

BACKYARD PRQfJ Sports Training ™ & Outdoor Recreational Trampoline ™
Introducing The World's Finest Home Fitness and Fun Machine! ™
Congratulations on your interest in a good backyard trampoline! It is one of the best invest
ments in HEALTH, FUN, & FITNESS that anyone can make. Trampolining is one of the most
beneficial forms of exercise existent. More muscle groups are used more often and in a more bal
anced, harmonious and more coordinated way in trampolining than in virtually any other form of
exercise. Trampolining requires and develops a very high degree of rhythmic muscle group coor
dination and kinesthetic awareness: this does more to sharpen and improve all-around physical
coordination and kinetic space awareness than does any other sport. Trampolining is also a very
LOW IMPACT exercise. Gymnastics, dance, jogging, jumping rope, and other aerobic activities
are much more beneficial and less punishing on the trampoline because its notable resilience
cushions all body impact.
The aerobic and other health benefits of trampolining are unsurpassed. Trampolining is very
adaptable and versatile. AB does a computer, a good trampoline interacts closely and personally
with the user. And as with a computer, one sufficiently knowledgeable can "program" a trampo
line workout to accomplish various personal objectives. A premium quality home sports training
and outdoor recreational trampoline such as the BACKYARD PRO� affords a nearly infinite va
riety of moves, exercises, routines, and workouts. Through selecting and structuring from this
rich and exciting repertoire of exercise possibilities (many of which would be literally impossible
to perform on any platform other than a quality trampoline), the perceptive and informed tram
poline enthusiast can effectively realize praiseworthy health, fitness and sports training goals or
deeply personal aesthetic, expressive > and artistic goals.
Your trampoline workout can be just as intensive or as moderate as you care to make it. And
it can be as cautious- or as daring as you might wish. But reassuringly, ALL the HEALnI and
FITNESS BENEFITS of trampolining can be derived from basic, NON-SOMERSAULTING
trampolining. It is NOT necessary to learn advanced trampolining to enjoy virtually the FULL
RANGE of tremendous and varied health and fitness benefits that trampolining can confer.
Trampolining is one of the very best sports for general fitness and conditioning. And
unlike many other fitness and exercise activities, trampolining is FUN!! Trampolining is always
play, and never work. One never grows bored or discouraged with it!
AB with any active sport, there are some obvious significant risks inherent in trampolining
which every participant must assume. These risks can be GREATLY MINIMIZED (though not
totally eliminated) by investing in superior trampoline equipment and by following estab
lished safety rules and practices. The BACKYARD PRO trampoline is .the best designed,
best constructed, and best performing backyard trampoline currently available. Its unique
state-of-the-art design incorporates many unique safety features not found on other trampolines
and features a superior, stable, effortless, safe and forgiving bounce which affords the performer
improved control. The BACKYARD PRO home sports training and outdoor recreational tram
poline is the preferred choice of World, Olympic, and All-American champions and other
knowledgeable trampoline, gymnastic, springboard diving, and free style ski enthusiasts.
It can be very UNWISE to attempt certain sports and activities without the benefits
of TOP QUALITY PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT. If you want to enjoy the sport of sky
diving , it pays to invest in the best parachute because your parachute is the only thing
between you and the ground. Similarly, if you want to enjoy the sport and art of tram
polining--minimizing its risks while still fully enjoying trampolining's very substantial
benefits--it pays to invest in the best backyard trampoline. "For those who KNOW, the
ONLY way to go is BACKYARD PRO® 1 "™
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Phone (630)
630) 377-7267

Phone (630) 377-7267

ONLY THE PATENTED
BACKYARD PRO® IS
DESIGNED TO QUICKLY
CONVERT TO INSTALL
PROFESSIONALLY AND
ECONOMICALLY AT
GROUND LEVEL!
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skills that the performer CAN ALREADY DO CORRECTLY WITHOUT RE
LIANCE UPON A SAFETY BELT. Do NOT attempt to spot advanced skills
either with or without a safety belt until you are fully competent to do so.
Only use spotters who are competent, alert, and strong enough to handle the
performer. Trampoline spotting decks are for qualified people only. Casual
observers should stand on the ground.

After you have mastered the trampoline flip-flop and swivel hips, here is a
fun way of routining the flip-flop which I originated several years ago. Simply alter
nate flip-flops and swivel hips in swing with no intermediate bounces. (Begin by us
ing a few low bounces, if necessary, between each swivel hips and flip-flop until you
improve with practice.) This combination looks very pretty when done gracefully
and with good form.
Balance beam tricks and combinations can best be practiced by first outlining
a four inch wide balance beam lengthwise down the center of your trampoline. Use
chalk or masking tape. The essential idea is to practice a move or combination until
you can perform it without straying off the outlined "beam". It is less punishing to
miss this outlined beam while still completing the move somewhere on the trampo
line mat than to fall off an actual balance beam--even a low practice beam. For ex
ample, now practice your flip-flop using beam style foot placement and try to keep it
on the outlined beam.

Many gymnastic, acrobatic, and other sports moves can be similarly prac
ticed. Aerial cartwheels and walkovers, stall dives and twisting dives into a front
roll, and twisting flip-flops are only a few such moves that can be practiced effec
tively on the trampoline with professional instruction and under mature, qualified
supervision. Various springboard diving moves and twists can be practiced to great
advantage. Many cheerleading leaps and moves are a lot of fun to practice outside
on your backyard trampoline.

You should now be able to safely enjoy more productive and enjoyable work
outs on your backyard trampoline. Always remember that trampolining should be
an artistic and aesthetic activity. Sensitivity to the almost musical nuances of body
line and harmonious placement is ultimately more interesting and pleasing than
"rotational virtuosity."
WARNING: The best practice is
to hold the safety belt ropes
with BOTH hands as explained
in this article.

The BACKYARD PRO®'S
sup erior, soft and
l i v el y bounce makes it
an ideal, all w eather
recreational trampoline
for the entire family. But
it also has every design
and construction feature
needed for advanced
work and b ackyard sports
training!!!
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LETTERS
from Satisfied
®
BACKYARD PRO
Owners
On the following pages are a few of the
many unsolicit�d letters we have received.
from satisfied BACKYARD PRO® owners.
Some of these letters are from interna.tion
ally famous World Class Champions� Oth
ers are from "everyday" recreational users
and backyard sports training·trampoline en
thusiasts. But whether these letter writers
are World Champions w·h om you may have
enjoyed watching on televi·sion or active, fit
ness minded folks like yourselves, they all
share a common high esteem for their
BACKYARD PRO® trampoline!

BACKYARD PRO®

REGULATION TRAMPOLINE

...,
Backyard Pro® trampolines are built to last and en
dur� the harsh Chicago area weather for·many years!
Dear Backyard Pro:
W e want to thank you for your great service 1n helping us with a
few replacement parts for our BACKYARD PRO trampoline. We have
ertjoyed our BACKYARD PRO since 1977. The quality 1n both the product
and service through Astraea, Inc. has been outstanding.
Our BACKYARD PRO provides great family activity and has been the

""I

hit of many of our parties. Everyone seems to enjoy it and we especially
like it because it keeps us in shape. Our trampoline makes exercise fun! I
W e look forward to many more years of enjoyment on our
BACKYARD PRO.

,

Thanks
Lisa & Chris
Illinois
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Please read what this World Trampoline Champion,
Gymnastics Champion, and Gymnastics Hall of Fame
member says about his Backyard Pro® Trampoline!
Dear Backyard Pro,

As a world champion on the trampoline, international gym.nas
ties competitor an!l gymnastics coach at two major universities, I've
had ample opportunity to enjoy workouts on many different brands
and qualities of trampolines. What I look for in an outdoor trampo
line iS durability, a responsive bounce, lively sturdy springs, and of
course a stable frame on which one can stand while spotting, observ
ing, coaching or waiting for one's turn.
I have a BACKYARD PRO in my back yard--all weather, all sea
sons--and it is a joy to use for me, for my wife, and for our two chil
dren. The trampoline has helped their coordination, strength, bal
ance, and confidence over the years. Our youngest daughter has been
having fun and doing seat drops since she was 18 months old! My
BACKYARD PRO trampoline is one of my favorite possessions, and
about the last thing I would ever want to sell.
I have also found the Backyard Pro staff to be extremely
knowledgeable and conscientious in their handling of this product.
Based on my communications with them, and after reading the
inStructions, cautions, and other materials, I conclude that they have
the safety, enjoyment, and health of their patrons first and foremost
in mind. In fact, I've not seen a trampoline company who is more
conscientious than Backyard Pro. I wish them well; the BACKYARD
PRO trampoline is an excellent product, that, if used with normal
precautions, judgement, and the guidelines they outline, should
continue to serve and enhance the lives of those who use it.
Very truly,

WORLD TRAMPOLINE CHAMPION

Read what ranking national and international Freestyle
ski champions--inclnding these members of the gold
medal USA Olympic Freestyle Ski Team--say
about BACKYARD PRO® trampolines.

USA
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UNITED STATES
OLYMPIC TEAM
Dear Backyard Pro:
As ranking national and international freestyle ski competitors, we
know that trampoline training is of inestimable value in becoming successful
championship level freestyle ski aerialists. BACKYARD PRO trampoline
equipment 1s our first choice when trainmg for international competition
and also for giving ski show exhibitions.
We recommend the BACKYARD PRO trampoline as the best backyard
priced trampoline available for both serious backyard sports training and
backyard family recreation. Its superior bounce combined with its built-in
spotting decks on all four sides and other unique safety design features
make it the ideal backyard sports training trampoline. The optional BACK
YARD PRO high performance trampoline bed is a valuable option not readily
available on other backyard trampolines.
Having owned and used this bed 1n numerous exhibitions and in train
ing, we can testify that it is absolutely state of the art. We also recom
mend Trampoline Sales of St. Charles, illinois as a capable and professional
trampoline supplier.
Very truly yours:
�B�
Bruce Bolesky

International competitor; member Olympic
Freestyle Sl<l Team; ski choreographer.
Kris Feddersen
Internationally ranked ski aerialist; member
Olympic Fn:estyle Ski Team.
Melanie Palenik
International Competi10r. Women's Olympic
Gold Medal me.style Ski Aerials Champion.

Chris Seemann

International Competitor and Men's United
Staie& Freestyle Sid Aerials Champion.
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Melanie Palenik

�·�--

Chris Seemann
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Dr. Brad Smart trained on his Backyard Pro®
trampoline to help him become a World
Champion Masters Diver!
Dr. Brad Smart is a former two time All-American collegiate diver. After he
graduated college and formed his own very successful company and
married and had a family, he had gotten away from diving. However his
children wanted a trampoline and he decided to buy them a good one that
they could not only play on but improve their sports performance also. He
bought them a Backyard Pro trampoline. When he saw how much fun they
were having, he decided to try a few moves on the trampoline. Dr. Smart
started practicing his dry board diving skills. Eventually he perfected his
diving skills and started entering Masters diving meets. He became a very
successful competitor and won meet after meet resulting in competing in
an ever larger distance from his home. Eventually in due time Dr. Smart
qualified and entered the World's Champion Masters Competition which
was held in London England. In that Competition he won first place and
became the World Champion Masters Diver. He said that in order to win,
he had to perform dives more difficult than when he competed in college
as an All-American diver. Eventually he ended up buying two Backyard
Pro trampolines and continues to be active in diving.
Smart & Associates, Inc.

Dear Backyard Pro:
I purchased a Backyard Pro trampoline, for aerobic conditioning
for myself and sports training for my children. As a former twice
All-American springboard diver, I wish that I had had the
Backyard Pro when I was training in college.
These days I find working out on my Backyard Pro to be a fun
diving dry board training and aerobic workout. My children have
used it constantly for recreation and also for training in diving,
various gymnastic events, and competitive water-skiing.

Sincerely yours:

Ph.D.

THIS CURRENT USA CHAMPION DIVER CREDITS
HIS BACKVARD PRO® TRAMPOLINE TRAINING
FOR HELPING HIM BECOME THE CURRENT USA
DIVING CHAMPION!
DONALD L. STARKS, ESQ.
Mission Viejo, Ca. 92691

Astraea, Inc.
Trampoline Sales Division
D ear Astraea:
Our Backyard Pro Trampoline is fantastic- . We bought a Backyard Pro
Trampoline with a high-performance bed about five
years ago because our two sons, Derek and_Steven, are springboard
and platform divers. Since that time they have used the trampoline
on virtually a daily basis for training and fun. We also have
purchased D an Millman's excellent instructional video which uses the
Backyard Pro Trampoline. This year, thanks in a great part to our
Backyard Pro Trampoline and video I'believe, D erek became the 2000
U.S. national champion for 14 - 15 year-olds on the 10 meter
platform. He also received a bronze medal at the 2000 World
Championships in Calgary, Canada on the one meter springboard.
Sincerely,

Donald L. Starks, Esq.

,
This Medical Doctor bought bis children a BACK
y ARD PRO® Sports Training™ Trampoline to help
them improve their springboard diving. Their BACK
yARD PRO® trampoline helped them to become
National All-American Divers!
CAPITAL AREA

Cardiovascular Surgical Institute
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Dear Backyard Pro:
My wife and I gave our children a Backyard Pro
Trampoline (Jumbo Circus size) for Christmas. We
have four children--two daughters then 6 and 18 and
two sons 13 and 15. All have been gymnasts and
competitive springboard divers. Our three younger
children are still active springboard divers. Our old
est son has competed in eight National Diving meets
and was named a High School All American Diver. He
will be competing in college next year. The trampoline
training has helped them gain body control and form
in addition to giving them hundreds of hours of fun.
No other present has ever been used as much by all of
our children. During the last three and one half
years, the trampoline has been used almost daily. The
only maintenance our trampoline has needed during
the three and one half years outside has been to
sweep off the occasional heavy snow. The trampoline
is in excellent condition and only some springs need to
be replaced. We are looking forward to many more years
of safe enjoyment.
Very truly yours:

Dr. W. I., M. D.
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This former high school and collegiate trampoline and
gymnastics champion likes his BACKYARD PRO®
High Performance Trampoline better than the niuch
,nore expensive institutional tranipoline that he compet
ed on in colleg�!

Dear Backyard Pro,
Just a note to say that my new BACKYARD PRO
trampoline is working out very nicely. It is much better
than the competition, institutional trampoline I used in
college. The BACKYARD PRO high performance bed has a
great return. I have been keeping in good shape by
jumping after work. I have developed quite a routine us
ing back yard tricks--some of which I have developed my
self. I have also found that jumping is a year round
sport. Last y�ar I was jumping on my BACKYARD PRO
trampoline in below zero weather with just sweats, extra
socks 8e gloves.
Yours truly,
R. M.

Illinois
High School Trampoline Champion
Member Gymnastics Team:
Northern Michigan University, and
Iowa State University

Nuvstec/lnc.

Nuvatec

Eric S. Peterson
President

Dear Backyard Pro:
Without que stion, our BACKYARD PRO® trampoline pur
chase d from your organization has be e n one of the most
e njoyable and we ll use d recreational inve stme nts ever made
by our family. Many toys come and go e njoying brief
pe riods of inte nse e njoyme nt, but our BACKYARD PRO®
trampoline has prove n to be e njoye d and use d ye ar round,
ye ar afte r year.
We have no he sitation in recommending that othe rs consider
a BACKYARD PRO® trampoline as an all family recreational
purchase . How e lse can you be outdoors, have fun, ge t a lot
of e xe rcise and thoroughly e njoy yourse lf. We think the
BACKYARD PRO® trampoline is the be st answer.

l
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Speclsllsts In the Design, Production and lmplementatlon of Advanced Technology

This happy BACKYARD PRO® trampoline owner
uses his trampoline year around--winter and summer.
His entire family and their friends love
trampolining. They never grow bored with it and
would not trade their BACKYARD PRO®
trampoline for an in ground swimming pool!
Dear Backyard Pro,

I would like to take a few lines to tell you how
much my family has enjoyed our BACKYARD PRO®
trampoline. We have four teenagers who use it year
around. In the winter, they often have to sweep the
snow off to use it.* Their friends look forward to
getting together at our home and jumping until I turn
off our outdoor lighting to insure our neighbors can
get some sleep.* We have never had any injury to
anyone, and I wouldn't trade our BACKYARD PRO®
trampoline even for either one of our next door
neighbors' in-ground swimming pools. Thanks again.

L. M., Illinois

*SAFETY NOTE from BACKYARD PRO: The boµncing fabric resists
weather elements. But it does tend to become somewhat slippery when
wet. After sweeping the snow off, inspect the surface for wet spots from
melted snow and allow the surface to air dry or towel it off before using.
This takes only a short time because the fabric resists absorbing moisture
which quickly evaporates from the surface. If using artificial illumination, be
certain it is adequate for safe bouncing. (Refer to the lighting guidelines in
your owner's manual.)

Dr. R. S. effectively uses his BACKYARD PRO®
trampoline as a physical therapy apparatus to
strengthen his body and regain his health.

7
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Dear Backyard Pro,

I bought a. BACKYARD PRO® trampoline from you about 7 yea.rs ago. My in
centive for using my BACKYARD PRO® trampoline very regularly is stronger than
most, because I have a severely weakened left leg, and it is my intention to rehabil
itate it.* My hope and fa.1th is that within 2-3 more months of regular trampoline
bouncing and exercise, a.ll weakness and symptoms will be gone completely.

One problem 1n my legs has been spasticity. After riding an exercise bike,
this spasticity would increase--until my legs and feet had an involuntary tremble.
However, trampoline bouncing actually lessens this spasticity with no trembling!

,
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Jumping on my BACKYARD PRO trampoline gives new life to the leg, ma.king
it stronger and more flexible. At the same time, it enha nces the condition of my
cardiovascular and pulmonary systems. In the morning, my body feels so much
better when I spend time on my BACKYARD PRO trampoline.
Five pound weights strapped to my a.nk.les provide helpful resistance, whic h
adds extra. strength to the legs while jumping. Every other day I like to lie down
on BACKYARD PRO trampoline, add an extra 2 1 / 2 pound weight to ea.ch foot a.nd
then exercise the legs by lifting them. The soft material is far better than a hard
bench--the BACKYARD PRO trampoline is just right. Hence, the BACKYARD PRO
trampoline provi des an excellent place for lifting weights with the legs. Its softness
and width makes it better than a weight bench.
When someone has a disability, it is very difficult finding a.n exercise
vigorous enough to perspire. This is another benefit for running on my
BACKYARD PRO trampoline. Nutritionists tell us the body gets rid of toxins
through perspiration, and I am grateful my BACKYARD PRO trampoline allows me
to work up a good sweat.
Lastly, naturally by working out one is better able to control weight. Having
a sedentary job, this exercise is very helpful at maintaining the weight I wish.
All of this right a.t one's homel There is adequate natural resistance to
exercising without having to go through rain and snow traveling distances to
workout facilities.
As is evident from this testimony, I am very thankful for my BACKYARD
PRO trampoline. It gives me new confidence of spirit as well as life in body.
Sincerely yours,
Dr. R. S.
Chicago, IL

*SAFETY NOTE from BACKYARD PRO: When using a trampoline for physical therapy, it is advisable
to seek professional consultation and supervision.
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This happy mom uses her family's BACKYARD
PRO® Trampoline to keep in shape. She uses her
BACKyARD PRO® Trampoline outside all year
around. She has found that rugged, weather
resistant, extra heavy duty BACKYARD PRO®
construction easily withstands harsh Wisconsin
winters!
Dear Backyard Pro,
I would like to inform you of how much we enjoy our
BACKYARD PRO trampoline. We have had it since 1982.
At the time we decided to purchase the trampoline, we
were also considering an outdoor pool. Well, when all our
neighbors are closing their pools come fall, we go right on
enjoying our trampoline in all seasons. We leave it out
all year round, and at first we were concerned about the
effects of our Wisconsin winters on it, but it has held up
remarkably well.
We are happy to see our kids get fresh air and sun
shine as opposed to video games and television. I am
sure they will take lasting memories of their fun on the
trampoline into their adulthood.
With the proper attention to safety rules, anyone can
enjoy a trampoline. Even Mom! I use it for exercise and
avoid the rush to aerobics class. Ten to fifteen minutes
a day keeps me in shape for skiing (water and snow)
while being fun at the same time.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. D. C.
(Wisconsin)

Ms. Kim T. quickly regained
her youthful figure by exercising on her BACKYARD
PRO® Trampoline.
Dear Backyard Pro:
By using my Backyard Pro
tram.poline, I quickly went
from. 140 pounds to 112
pounds. My trampoline work
outs were always enjoyable
and exhilarating. I have never
had this success using any oth
er equipm.ent. Thanks and
best wishes.

Yours truly:
Kim T.
(New York, N.Y.)
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